WORKSHOP ASSIGNMENT
(DUE by NOV 14th)
Aesthetic Computing Workshop for Mathematics Teachers

1. Introduce students to the aesthetic computing method in a way that is comfortable for you, and use a lesson from the documentation.

2. Provide feedback of the homework exercise back to the address below either as comment cards, surveys, and your assessment. Include some interesting student samples, if available. Specify if you wish to continue using the method. Send materials no later than NOVEMBER 14, 2005 to Prof. Paul Fishwick, University of Florida, CISE Department, PO Box 116120, Gainesville, FL 32611.

3. You are encouraged to join us at the post-workshop Yahoo Groups mailing list at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/acmethod. To join, send a message to fishwick@cise.ufl.edu. The idea of this group is to provide ideas to each other, create new lesson plans or homework, make observations, and suggest assessment procedures. All interaction and feedback is welcome.